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Welcome to the new Mistral Product Catalogue in which we are proud to finally 
present our new board collection.

To ensure we´ve all got the the right ride under our feet when surf´s up, Anders Bringdal 
(Bringdal International) was commissioned to develop a complete new range of custom made 
Mistral boards. While his designs guarantee top performance in any highwind environment they 
also reinforce and strengthen Mistral´s leading position in the windsurf market. Our common 
goal is to embark upon an era wherein we once again become a Brand of Champions & set 
the ´Standard.´

But why did Mistral choose Anders & Anders choose us?

The legendary world champion speedsurfer has been wave & windsurfing for several 
decades & to say he´s passionate about the sport would be a major understatement. Our 
globe trotting Swede learnt his trade in Europe before departing for surf heaven. He lived the 
dream for years on Maui, Hawaii, before returning to where the Mistral wind blows - Marseille.  
The partnership with Mistral seemed destined!

With the salt & surf still running through his blood, Anders has now turned his expertise 
& experience towards the search for a better and faster way to take the waves. Mistral are 
on board with him to fullfill his personal mission to create kick-ass products.

In order to do justice to our brand and ensure the unique designs satisfy the high demands 
of our customers,  Anders and his team of Riders have travelled the world to test our boards 
in true surf environments. Initial independent test results have proven his commitment to 
uncompromising quality, function and design & already several of the new Mistral boards 
have been voted test winners in internationally renowned windsurf magazines. We congratulate 
Anders with this success and are proud to share the results in this catalogue.

On a personal note I would like to say that during all my years in the  windsurfing business, 
I have rarely come across windsurfers who have started their own business and actually  
succeeded. Most owners of windsurf brands become removed from the sport or seem to lose 
touch with it altogether. Anders is a different breed - a true blood - he does the thing he 
loves & that´s surf, build boards with a passion & most importantly - he does it all with an 
incredible amount of fun & enthusiasm.  In my opinion this attitude is reflected in the new 
Mistral boards and affirms his reputation. On top of  that - not only is Anders an open 
& honest guy - he is also a great person to work with.

I therefore wish him every success with this new range of Mistral boards.

Ado Huisman
Managing Director Mistral International

A big thanks to all the riders/models and 

photographers, without their work the catalog 

would not be possible.
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1976
1977
1978
1979
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1985
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MISTRAL CATALOG

It is my first time at the helm of the brand. And what a brand it is. In the 33 year history 
many of my peers have passed through the doors of Mistral, the likes of 
Robby Naish/Pete Cabrina, Jill Boyer, during the 80/90’s Windsurfing heyday. 
Tomas Persson, Olaf Van Tool, Jürgen Hönscheid, Charly Messmer … 
In the later years guys like Brauzinio and the Moreno twins also achieved 
their current status thanks to the brand and the combined effort that was 
made to search for the best materials to do their sport.

Now it is my turn. I have been windsurfing for over 30 years. It has been the 
better part of my life. I have gone through the good and the bad with this sport.  
I now realize more than ever how much fun it is and how great it is to be a 
windsurfer, the freedom to do what you want. The freedom you get on the water 
and how fragile you are in the elements. The feeling you get when you master it.

To me Windsurfing is a lifestyle. It has been driving me for so many years, the 
search to find a better and faster way to take the waves, more vertical with more 
control, to improve the material to allow better sailing. Well it is what I do and 
have done for many years now. 
I have been able to find some other sports that allow me to play in a similar 
way, the tow surfing, Sup in Big waves and lately sailing with the Hydroptère… 
all great trips and worth the effort it takes and in the end lots of stuff to do and 
some great moments shared with friends.
Big wave riding has also been my life’s passion. I spent over 7 winters surfing and 
sailing Jaws on the North shore of Maui with the same focus to get me there 
and perform in a better way.
I have won many competitions and I have lost some too. Today I do not 
quite look at it in the same way. It is not so much about winning or loosing 
anymore. It is about the ride and what counts the most is how you do it. I try 
to be hard to beat. When I loose I can sit back and appreciate the effort that 
somebody made to get past me.
It is the same with the board design or the sail design. Sure somebody can 
come up with a new, better idea than your own, but again it is about how 
you do it and the end result which has to match the effort made. I am today’s 
windsurfer. I live and breathe windsurfing. The sport has matured. I love 
to see what the new generation brings. In the old days we were only dreaming of 
doing what is going on in today’s freestyle or wave events. Slalom and Speed have also 
evolved with unreal control and speed potential. My team riders, that in many ways 
have their hands on the pulse a bit closer than me, are part of the inspiration that will 
create the future of the brand and its image.

I work with my close friend Ernstfreid Prade (shaper of the Mistral Compe-
ti- tion). He is in many ways the grandfather of Mistral. He is now 64 years 
old with a great white beard. I am sure some of the new guys on the World 

Tour would not have a clue what he is all about but for me I am only so 
happy to work with such a role model and to see the passion he still has 

for the sport at this age. Ernstfreid still rips it up at his summerhouse in 
Corsica every time he gets the chance.

Once a windsurfer always a windsurfer!!!!!

This is who I am and what I have become thanks to my sport. It is with this passion for the 
sport that I now guide Mistral into a new future, firmly based as a company for windsurfers 
made by windsurfers. It is a ride that I will not forget any time.

Mistral Forever!!!!!

for ever ...



SPEED
HIGHWIND SLALOM

LIGHTWIND SLALOM

FREERIDE SLALOM

FREERIDE / BUMP & JUMP

FREERIDE BEGINNER

FREESTYLE/FREEMOVE

FREESTYLE/WAVE

WAVE

GPS SPEED 63
SLALOM 78
SLALOM 95
SLALOM 110
SLALOM 123
SLALOM 140
ScREAMER 95
ScREAMER 110
ScREAMER 123
SYNcRO 104
SYNcRO 117
ENERGY 132
ENERGY 147
JOkER FREESTYLE 98
JOkER FREESTYLE 108
JOkER WAVE 85
JOkER WAVE 95
SHOck WAVE 70
SHOck WAVE 78
SHOck WAVE 86
TWINzER WAVE 74
TWINzER WAVE 82
TWINzER WAVE 90

63
78
95
110
123
140
95
110
123
104
117
132
147
98
108
85
95
70
78
86
74
82
90

226
238
240
240
238
238
240
240
238
240
241
244
248
233
235
232
234
229
230
231
230
232
234

47
54
59
67
75
85
59
67
75
62,5
67
75
80
63
66,5
59
61
53,5
55,5
57,5
55
57
59

cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH 
FIBERGLASS cARBON SANDWIcH
FIBERGLASS cARBON SANDWIcH
GLASS cARBON REINFORcED PVc SANDWIcH 
GLASS cARBON REINFORcED PVc SANDWIcH
cARBON/ GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON/ GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON/ GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON/ GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH
cARBON GLASS SANDWIcH

22-28
24-30
30-34
36-40
38-48
42-54
34
38
44
32
36
36
40
20
22
24
26
21
22
23
15,4x2
16,5x2
17,5x2

NO FIN
NO FIN
NO FIN
NO FIN
NO FIN
NO FIN
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN SLALOM
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN SLALOM
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN SLALOM
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN RIDE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN RIDE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN RIDE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN RIDE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-STYLE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-STYLE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-WAVE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-WAVE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-WAVE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-WAVE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-WAVE
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-TWIN
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-TWIN
G10 MAUI ULTRA FIN x-TWIN

TUTTLE BOx 
TUTTLE BOx
TUTTLE BOx
TUTTLE BOx
TUTTLE BOx
TUTTLE BOx
TUTTLE BOx
TUTTLE BOx
TUTTLE BOx
POWER BOx
POWER BOx
POWER BOx
POWER BOx
US BOx
US BOx
US BOx
US BOx
US BOx
US BOx
US BOx
US BOx
US BOx
US BOx

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3-4
3-4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4,2-7,0
4,2-6,4
5,4-7 
5,5-8
6,4-9
7-10
5,4-7
5,5-8,5
6,4-9
4,5-7,5
5,5-8,5
5,0-7,5 
5,5-9,0
4,0-7,0
4,5-7,5
4,0-5,5
4,5-6,5
3,3-5
3,7-5,5
4-6
3,3-5,0
3,7-5,5
4,2-6,0

BOARDRANGE 2010-2011 www.mistral-boards.com

GPS SPEED
Slalom

HIGHWIND
Slalom

LIGHTWIND
Slalom

ScREAMER
Freeride

ENERGY
Freeride

SYNcRO
Freeride Bump&Jump

JOkER 
Freestyle

JOkER WAVE 
FreestyleWave

SHOck WAVE
Wave

TWINzER 
Wave

BOARDTYPE                      MODEL                          VOLUMES       LENGTH          WIDTH              cONSTRUcTION                                                                                     FIN              FIN TEcHNOLOGY                                  SYSTEM                      FOOTSTRAPS               REc. SAILSIzE                WAVE                       FREESTYLE                FREEMOVE               FREERIDE                  RE(ENTRY)               RAcE

GPS SPEED 63
SLALOM 78
SLALOM 95
SLALOM 110
SLALOM 123
SLALOM 140
ScREAMER 95
ScREAMER 110
ScREAMER 123
SYNcRO 104
SYNcRO 117
ENERGY 132
ENERGY 147
JOkER FREESTYLE 98
JOkER FREESTYLE 108
JOkER WAVE 85
JOkER WAVE 95
SHOck WAVE 70
SHOck WAVE 78
SHOck WAVE 86
TWINzER WAVE 74
TWINzER WAVE 82
TWINzER WAVE 90



Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748

since 1976

sports
wear
europe
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This board will handle any conditions you get 

yourself into - from onshore waves to offshore wave 

sailing - and will excel in all of them. The new Shock 

Wave has a more rounded nose, so that more of 

the rail gets into the water, making it much easier 

to position the board in the bottom turn and hold 

it through even the toughest chop. The board also 

has a faster rocker line, which in combination with 

the tail kick really improves performance in both 

onshore and offshore conditions. The bottom shape 

promotes easy foot steering and the transition from 

rail to rail. Your stance is wider, making it easier to 

move your body weight back and forth over the 

board. In turns, this really helps you to bury the nose 

in the bottom turn and  

  then unleash in the top turns.

Shock wave is our go-to wave board.

Teamrider:
martin ten hoeve
blog.mistral-boards.com/martin
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Mistral-
Boards/109930519037694

twitter.com/MistralBoards

SHOCK WAVE 70/ 78 / 86

DATA

volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:

rec. sail size:
fin:

70 / 78 / 86
229 / 230 / 231

53,5 / 55,5 / 57,5 
carbon glass sandwich

3,3-5 / 3,7-5,5 / 4-6 sqm 
x-Wave 21 / 22 / 23

USE

wave
freestyle

freemove
freeride

(re-) entry
race

      
 CNC Shaped Design.
     Fast rocker line for top speed control and early planing. 
  Shape, V through out with gentle concaves. For ease to foot steer 
  and fast direction changes.
Pin tail for control and better off the top speed.
Core Cork/PVC sandwich for superior strength in high impact areas.
2 bottom 5mm PVC stringer’s inset in an omega glass structure with a Carbon cap. 
For superior strength in hard landings. Great against the bottom buckling under stress.
UD carbon/ 45 deg carbon/Vectran decks for superior strength in hard landings. 
Great against having the deck pulled apart.
Maui Ultra fins X-wave set up. PWA World cup proven performance 
from Maui-Cabo Verde to Pozo and Sylt. Just better fins.
Da kine primo foot straps.
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More Rocker, a more harmonious outline, slightly 

wider in the nose and then gunning out the tail 

together with soft rails makes it hold at any speed in 

the bottom turn.

The bottom shape ensures early planning while still 

keeping the ease to roll the board rail to rail. With 

again a wider stance it is a great feeling of control 

once you get yourself into the bottom turn and with 

the added rocker the board is super easy to redirect 

in the turns as well as unwind in the cut back so to 

be able to hit the wave later and harder.

For the 2010 line up this is your weapon of choice 

if you are looking for modern design wave riding 

board. It will handle side onshore to onshore condi-

tions well but will truly excel in the surf.

The 2010 Twinzer has become a radical 
wive riding board.

Teamrider:
Jonas Ceballos 
blog.mistral-boards.com/jonas
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Mistral-
Boards/109930519037694

twitter.com/MistralBoards

TWINZER WAVE 74 / 82 / 90

DATA

volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:

rec. sail size:
fin:

74 / 82 / 90
230 / 232 / 234

55 / 57 / 59
carbon glass sandwich

3,3-5,0 / 3,7-5,5 / 4,2-6,0
x-Twin

15,5x2 / 16,5x2 / 17,5x2 inch

USE

wave
freestyle

freemove
freeride

(re-) entry
race

      
  CNC Shaped Design.
 Shape, Double concave V into double concave inside  
    a single concave to flat for max grip in the bottom and off the lip.
  Great volume distribution so not to feel unstable in non planning conditions.
Right amount of rail volume so not to bounce or cut in to deep. 
Fantastic for acceleration and bottom turn control.
Core Cork/PVC sandwich for superior strength in high impact areas.
2 bottom 5mm PVC stringer’s inset in an omega glass structure with a Carbon cap. 
For superior strength in hard landings. Great against the bottom buckling under stress.
UD carbon/ carbon/Vectran decks for superior strength in hard landings. Great against 
having the deck pulled apart.
Maui Ultra fins X-Twin set up. PWA World cup proven performance 
from Maui-Cabo Verde to Pozo and Sylt. Just better fins.
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MAKE 
TIME 
STAND 
STILL

Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748

since 1976

DURING THE 80’S              DEFINED THE WORLD OF WIND-

SURFING - TODAY - WE cONTINUE TO REDEFINE IT.

OUR TIMEPIEcES ARE SPEcIFIcALLY cALIBRATED TO THE 

NEEDS OF THOSE WHO VALUE INNOVATION AND QUALITY 

- PROFESSIONALS WHO ENJOY WATERSPORTS AND BELIEVE 

PASSIONATELY IN WHAT THEY DO.

             WATcHES kEEP TIME & PAcE WITH AN AcTIVE LIFE-

STYLE - DURABLE, RELIABLE AND PRAcTIcAL.

             WATcHES - NAUTIcAL, SPORTY AND ELEGANT – 

IN SYNc WITH THE ULTIMATE PROFESSIONAL.
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Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748

Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748

Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748
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Joker freestyle is a compact shape with great top 

speed, early plaining and unreal control.

Shape features:

Flat rocker, deck in deck, volume tail for the 

sliding moves

Joker wave, Considered a “Freestyle wave” combo. 

It puts all the variation a rider wants into one board.

Shape features:

Both the rocker and the outline are trimmed to 

perfection. This board has a huge range.

The rails are soft and in general sailing you will find 

the board stabile, fast and will make you 

a better sailor.  

Our Joker lines are designed for 
flat water and wave free stylers alike.

JOKER FREESTYLE 98 / 108
USE wave

freestyle
freemove

freeride
(re-) entry

race

DATA volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:
rec. sail size:
fin:

98  / 108
233 / 235
63 / 66,5

carbon/Glass sandwich
4,0-7,0 / 4,5-7,5 sqm

x-Style 20 / 22 cm

english Teamrider 
MAX  ROWE
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JOKER WAVE 85 / 95

USE wave
freestyle

freemove
freeride

(re-) entry
race

85 / 95
232 / 234

59 / 61
carbon/ Glass sandwich

4,0-5,5 / 4,5-6,5 sqm
x-Wave 24 / 26 cm

DATA volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:
rec. sail size:
fin:

CNC Shaped design.
The joker line has been designed by acme in Lake Garda for the free style. 
Joker wave in various European wave/ chop conditions around the world.
Joker freestyle has a new style rocker line that allows all the sliding moves yet also 
to ride the fin for top speed.
Joker wave has a fast wave board rocker that allows great control in all sorts of conditions.
Strong construction to hold up for most that you can throw at it.
Core Cork/PVC sandwich for superior strength in high impact areas.
2 bottom 5mm PVC stringer’s inset in an omega glass structure with a Carbon cap. 
For superior strength in hard landings. Great against the bottom buckling under stress.
UD carbon/ 45 deg carbon/Vectran decks for superior strength in hard landings. 
Great against having the deck pulled apart.
Joker wave comes with a Maui ultra fin X-wave fin.
Joker freestyle comes with a Maui ultra fin X –style.
Da kine Primo foot straps.
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My aim with designing the boards was to make 

them fast yet easy to ride.

Speed comes from control, so with the soft rails and 

a fairly parallel outline the board can really hand-

le everything you throw at it. Thanks to the tuck 

around the front foot the board jibes as if on rails 

and will deal with chop like no other.

I also added a small tail kick to make sure that the 

board can always accelerate, and to help prevent 

the nose from sticking on downwind runs. So if you 

want to overtake below somebody, the board will 

not tail-walk with the increased board speed.

A lot of effort has gone into making this board easy 

to ride. The relationship of the foot strap position on 

the board to the fin placement is designed to  

prevent you from getting overloaded on the back   

foot. The board rides with pretty even pressure 

on both back and front foot. 

             

Teamrider:
Dan Ellis 
blog.mistral-boards.com/dan
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Mistral-
Boards/109930519037694
twitter.com/MistralBoards

CNC Design.
Shape, parallel outlines for control in top speed.
Rocker lines to go fast.
V to lift the board and allow the famous 6th gear.
Cut outs with the right amount of angle not to get them to suck the tail in and makes the 
board loser on the water to allow shorter flat once onto the V.
Tuck under rails for control and Jibe control.
V in the front, 3 x flat to allow the board to ride flat on a lower rocker. Once on the rail 
during the jibe the rail is higher creating more curve and the board turns faster.
Stiffness control in the nose area. Top and bottom have a fiberglass triangle for 
wave shock absorption.
Carbon deck and bottom + rail belts for shape control.
Flat rocker stringer 10cm x 5mm from Tuttle box to 90cm forward for 
superior rocker line control.

The high wind Slalom boards are 
full-blooded slalom boards.
 

HIGHWIND SLALOM 78 / 95

wave
freestyle

freemove
freeride

(re-) entry
race

USE

DATA

78 / 95
238 / 240

54 / 59
carbon glass sandwich

4,2-6,4 / 5,4-7 sqm
24-30 / 30-34

volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:

rec. sail size:
fin:
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Teamrider:
Anders Bringdal 
blog.mistral-boards.com/anders
www.facebook.com/pages/Mistral-Boards

twitter.com/MistralBoards

SLALOM 110 / 123 / 140

DATA

volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:

rec. sail size:
fin:

110 / 123 / 140
240 / 238 / 238

67 / 75 / 85
carbon glass sandwich

5,5-8 / 6,4-9 / 7-10 sqm
36-40 / 38-48 / 42-54cm

USE

wave
freestyle

freemove
freeride

(re-) entry
race

In designing the Slalom 110/123/140 

I tried to make sure that the boards were 

fast and yet easy to control.   

Speed comes from control, so with their soft rails 

and fairly parallel outline, the boards really can 

handle anything you will get into.

Thanks to the tuck around the front foot the boards 

jibe as if on rails and will deal with the chop

like no others. 

Unlike the two smaller slalom boards, 

the 110/123 and 140, have no tail kick.

I used the V to get the boards out of the 

water and on to their tails. 

I incorporated small cut-outs to make the boards 

have less flat on the outside, meaning

 less wet surface.

The boards also have a bigger one-foot-off, 

which gives you more leverage on the fin, 

making it easier to use a big fin and still 

have good top speed.

This is helping you to have more range in 

the material and is great in 

gusty conditions.

CNC Design.
Shape, parallel outlines for control in top speed.
Rocker lines to go fast.
V to lift the board and allow the famous 6th gear.
Cut outs with the right amount of angle not to get them to suck the tail in and makes the 
board loser on the water to allow shorter flat once onto the V.
Tuck under rails for control and Jibe control.
V in the front, 3 x flat to allow the board to ride flat on a lower rocker. Once on the rail 
during the jibe the rail is higher creating more curve and the board turns faster.
Stiffness control in the nose area. Top and bottom have a fiberglass triangle for 
wave shock absorption.
Carbon deck and bottom + rail belts for shape control.
Flat rocker stringer 10cm x 5mm from Tuttle box to 90cm forward for 
superior rocker line control.
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„A wolf in hen house“. 



I used this board to place third at the 2009 world 

championships in karpathos.  

It has a flat nose rolling into an accelerated V 

towards the tail. The V acts to lift the board out of 

the water to ensure a perfect board 

angle to the chop. 

I kept a good amount of tuck in the rails as I wanted 

the board to perform as well in choppy conditions 

as in flat since you normally have to deal with a 

chop  while speed-sailing.

This is a full-on, go-fast speed board. 

wave
freestyle

freemove
freeride

(re-) entry
race

Featuring a very nice shape and deck flow, 

a slightly wider nose, and fuller rails, the board really 

performs great.

It has a similar rocker line to the 2009 version and 

the improvements offers more of the do-it-all 

performance the Syncro line stands for: freestyle, 

full control in the jibe, fast for better jumping, and 

with a rocker that is flat enough to handle any chop 

you will have to deal with.

The board can be set up with either a 3-foot straps 

setting or an outboard 4-foot straps setting. 

The 3-foot straps setting is for more manœuvre 

ability and improved performance for jumping and 

moving around on the water. 

The 4-foot straps setting makes it easier to have full 

pressure on the rail, giving you a faster board.  

The choice is yours. 

The 2010 Syncro line is shaped a bit 
smoother than before.  

SYNCRO 104 / 117
USE

DATA

volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:
rec. sail size:
fin:

104 / 117
240 / 241
62,5 / 67

Fiberglass carbon Sandwich
4,5-7,5 / 5,5-8,5 sqm

Ride 32cm/36cm

USE

wave
freestyle
freemove
freeride
(re-) entry
race

GPS SPEED 

DATA

volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:
rec. sail size:
fin:

63
226
47

carbon Glass Sandwich
4,2-7,0 sqm
22cm-28cm

ENERGY 130 / 147

wave
freestyle
freemove
freeride
(re-) entry
race

USE

We achieved this with a fairly parallel outline and a 

straight rocker line that follows the lines from the 

slalom boards. 

The V is accelerated towards the tail to make the 

board lively off the back foot and also help 

accelerate in the gusts. The rails have plenty of tuck 

under to ensure a soft ride in the water and also 

help you come out of jibes planing. 

The boards have a high-end construction 

featuring a glass-carbon-reinforced PVc 

sandwich. Delivered with Maui Ultra Fins “ride” fin.

The energy board is designed to plane 
early, be fast on the water and have 
great stability in the jibes.  

They are from the same molds and have the same 

feel on the water but differ in their construction 

and the board set up. 

The Screamer is a glass-carbon-reinforced PVc 

sandwich and has the foot strap positions set a bit 

more inboard, to make it easier to get into them 

after the jibe. It is a fantastic free-ride/free-move 

board for going fast, with control.  As with the 

slalom boards, the jibe with the Screamer is unreal 

due to the mix of tuck-under rails, parallel outlines 

and rocker lines. 

It is the perfect choice for those who sail in flat to 

choppy conditions and want to have an easy fun day 

on the water and don’t need to go all the way to a 

slalom board to enjoy a great day.

This year´s Screamers are the little 
brothers to the slalom board line.  

DATA

volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:

rec. sail size:
fin:

95 / 110 / 123
240 / 240 / 238

59 / 67 / 74
carbon Glass Sandwich

5,4-7 / 5,5-8,5 /6,4-9 sqm
Slalom 34cm/38cm/44cm

SCREAMER 95 / 110 / 123
USE

wave
freestyle

freemove
freeride

(re-) entry
race

DATA

volume (l): 
length (cm):
width (cm):
construction:

rec. sail size:

fin:

132 / 147
244/248

75/80
Glass carbon

reinforced PVc sandwich
132L 4,5-8,0 sqm

147L 2,5- 9,0
Ride 132L 36cm

 Ride 147L 40cm



WWW.CLUB-MISTRAL.COM

BRAZIL
Preá 

BARBADOS
Silver Sands

VENEZUELA
El Yaque

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
Cabarete

MAURITIUS
Le Morne

MOROCCO
Essaouira, Dakhla

TUNISIA
Djerba

CAPE VERDE
Sal

SPAIN
Gran Canaria & Tarifa
Golf de Roses

EGYPT
Marsa Alam, Ras Sudr
Dahab & Safaga

TURKEY
Alacati, Datca

GREECE
Karpathos

Reservations: Tel.: +49 (0)881 9096010    e-mail: travel@club-mistral.com

OUR DESTINATIONS

UNFORGETTABLE
HOLIDAYS - THAT´S WHAT WE TAKE CARE OF AT CLUB MISTRAL. BESIDES A GREAT TIME ON  

THE WATER, CLUB MISTRAL OFFERS A WIDE CHOICE AND DIFFERENT STANDARDS  
OF HOTELS FOR THE BEST TIME OF YOUR YEAR. WE PERFECT YOUR  

HOLIDAY PACKAGE WITH ONE OF OUR 20 WORLDWIDE  
CLUB MISTRAL DESTINATIONS. THE BEST:  

MISTRAL BOARDS ARE WAITING FOR YOU!
photo provided by hotel silver point, hotel: silver point, location: barbados

THE OCEAN
AMBASSADORS

THE OCEAN AMBASSADORS

DAKINE FOOTSTRAP
„Da-Kine, they have been making the the best foot straps for years . . .  
As a Pro rider I would not use any other, and I feel that you should not 
accept anything less . . . „ - Anders Bringdal
This is why Da-Kine straps are standard equipment on the new 
Mistral boards.

MAUI ULTRA FIN
„MUFins“ this is the new guy on the block . . .They have worked hard on coming 
up with a new fin concept. With lots of experience in the fields of aeronautics 
and fluid designs. They have have come up with a great, revolutionary product. 
“MUFins”The fin simply work better. It is a new angle and a great partnership 
with Mistral. 
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THE 
RIGHT 
FRAME 
OF MIND.

FOR OVER 30 YEARS OUR cOMMITMENT TO QUALITY AND 

INNOVATION HAS PLAYED A kEY ROLE IN ESTABLISHING OUR 

REPUTATION FOR AUTHENTIcITY.

OUR EYEWEAR cOLLEcTION IS DESIGNED FOR THOSE WHO DEFINE 

THEIR OWN STYLE - INDIVIDUALS WHO MAY TAkE RISkS BUT WHO 

TAkE EYE PROTEcTION SERIOUSLY.

FOR THESE INDIVIDUALS             OFFERS A cOMPREHENSIVE RANGE 

OF PERFORMANcE AND AcTIVE LIFESTYLE SUNGLASSES FEATURING 

ExcELLENT LENS QUALITY, PERFEcT VISION AND DYNAMIc DESIGN.

             SUNGLASSES – SERIOUSLY INNOVATIVE EYEWEAR.

             EYEWEAR - THE SUN WON’T kNOW WHAT HIT IT!
Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748

Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748

Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748

Red: Pantone 185
Blue: Pantone 2748

since 1976
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Australia
Windgenuity Sailboards
wwindgen@bigpond.net.au
Adam Quinn
Ph 61 (0)2 9982 6444
Fax 61 (0)2 9982 6455
Unit 7 / 32 campbell Ave
cromer NSW 2099

Austria
Tekkno sport
Ralf@tt-project.com
Ralf
www.tt-project.com
(+49)040-557 635 10

Canada
North Sports
dough@northsports.com
Dough
+1-5094934938

China
Shanghai Far East Boats china
shawn.xiao@fareastboats.com
Shawn
+86 (0)21 5780 8884 ext.885
Fax: +86 (0)21 5780 2272

Croatia
Ozon sport d.o.o.
goran.zeljko@ozonsport.hr
Goran
tel: +385 (1) 3040 111
gsm: +385 (0)98 395 807

Czech Republic
Snowboardel
albert.zegklitz@snowboardel.cz
Albert zegklitz
Tel+420235363151

Denmark
Nautic Surf og Ski A/S
hr@nautic-surfogski.dk
Henrik Rasmussen
Phone: +45 97122965

Egypt
Penta Investment corp
pentainvestment@yahoo.com
Sherif Asfoury
www.aaapenta.com
tel +20-2-26076144

Estonia
Hawaii Surf
tom@surf.ee
Toomas Jürjo
Tel + 37256931188

Finland
SURFFI
pasi@surf.fi 
Pasi Rahikka 
Tel +358-400-251 051

France
Bringdal International
anders@mistral.com
Anders Bringdal
Mob +33 637740485

Germany
Tekkno Trading Project GmbH 
Sorbenstrasse 39, Haus A 
20537 Hamburg
Fon (+49)040-557 635 10
Fax (+49)040-557 635 18
 info@tt-project.com
www.tt-project.com

Greece
SPORTSWEAR GROUP LTD
yiannis@sportsweargroup.gr
Yiannis Roulis
Mobile: 0030 6936 140401

Holland
kubus Sports BV
alex@kubus-sports.nl
+31 (0) 35 6954695

Hungary
Ede Pszotka
surf@wind-surf.hu
Ede Pszotka
Tel +3612123868

Israel
Yamit y.s.b
doron@yamitysb.co.il
Doron Ezra
tel:+972 3 5271777
fax:+972 3 5271031

Italy
VELERIA cHALLENGER SAILS
Via Fattori 12 60019 Senigallia (AN)
Fon + 071 6609558-  +071 6610832
Fax 071 6609557
info@challengersails.com
Skype: challengersails

Japan
SURF TRADING cO.,LTD.
surf-trading@eos.ocn.ne.jp
kawai
tel : +81 3 5876 9111

Lituania
MARINERA, UAB
jurga@sailing.lt
Jurgita Vilkienò
Tel: +370 686 08060

Maldives
Watersports World Pvt. Ltd.
jochen@watersports-world.com
Jochen
Tel + 9607778666

New Zeland
Watersports South Pacific Ltd
info@windsurfing.co.nz
Mark Dunn
Tel +64948677339

Norway
SrfSnoSk8
mistral@srfsnosk8.no
www.srfsnosk8.no
Tel: 22 83 78 73

Poland
AQUA SPORT
aquasport@aquasport.pl
krzysztof Poszytek
Tel: +48228373980

Portugal
Desporwind, Lda
mistral@superwind.pt
Pedro
Tel+ 351 214694602
Fax: 351 214694604

Russia
RIST Ltd., RUSSIA
a.zybin@rist.ru
Alexander zybin
Mob: +7 911 919 3020

Singapore
The windsurfing shop Pte Ltd
rachel@welovewindsurfing.com
Rachel
Tel + 6597733045

Slovenija
Amodor d.o.o. 
Amodor@Siol.net
Bostjan AnÏur & Iztok Lilik
Tel + 38615425131

South America
Next-sports
ed@next-sports.com
Eduardo Owen
305-255-0111

Spain
Bringdal International
anders@mistral.com
Anders Bringdal
Mob +33 637740485

Switzerland
Walex GmbH
info@walex.ch
Marcel Walther
phone 062 723 71 76

Taiwan
Liquid sports
Alex Mowday

Turkey
SeaSnow Extreme Group
shop@seasnow.com
Husnu BAYLAV 
www.seasnow.com 
Tel:          +90 232 716 61 60 
Fax:         +90 232 716 61 03 
Mobile:  +90 533 270 87 45 direct

UK
O‘Shea International
farrel@osheasurf.com 
Farrel Oshea
www.osheasurf.com
+44 (0) 1758 713465
The Old Marine
Abersoch
Gwynedd
LL53 7ER. Uk.

USA
North Sports
dough@northsports.com
Dough
tel+1-5094934938

Mistral/ Bringdal International
Rue Robert Schuman, Le clos de la Ponsarde, 13700 Marignane, France

anders@mistral.com
Mob +33 637740485


